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[1] Satellite observations have revealed electrostatic solitary structures in the Earth’s

auroral region. These structures have positive electrostatic potentials and move along the
ambient magnetic field. In this paper we performed one-dimensional electrostatic
particle simulations of electrostatic solitary waves (ESW) in plasma composed of three
electron components: cold, hot, and beam electrons. First, the nearly monochromatic
electrostatic acoustic waves are excited. When the amplitude of the electron acoustic (EA)
waves is sufficiently large, part of hot and beam electrons are trapped by the electron
acoustic waves. These waves coalesce each other during their nonlinear evolution, and at
last the solitary structures with travel speed related to the beam velocity are formed at the
quasi-equilibrium stage. These structures have positive potential signatures, and they seem
to be stable. Electron density cavities for cold electron component are always
accompanied with these structures. In addition, the corresponding electric fields have a
bipolar structure, which has also been observed in the Earth’s auroral region recently. The
conditions for existence of such solitary structures are investigated through our
simulations, and the comparisons between our simulated results and satellite observations
in the Earth’s auroral regions are also discussed.
Citation: Lu, Q. M., D. Y. Wang, and S. Wang (2005), Generation mechanism of electrostatic solitary structures in the Earth’s
auroral region, J. Geophys. Res., 110, A03223, doi:10.1029/2004JA010739.

1. Introduction
[2] Intense electric field noise along the auroral field line
was observed first by OV1-10 spacecraft [Heppner, 1969]
and was later studied by satellites of Hawkeye 1 and IMP 6
[Gurnett and Frank, 1977] and DE 1 [Lin et al., 1984;
Gurnett and Inan, 1988]. The presence of intense and
impulsive broadband electrostatic noise (BEN) has also
been revealed by the Viking satellite with its high temporal
resolution of wave experiments in the low-density region
along the auroral field lines, in the 2000 to 10,000 km
altitude range [Pottelette et al., 1988, 1990, 1999]. BEN is
an impulsive emission with amplitude up to 100 mV/m, and
its characteristic variation time is typically a few hundreds
of milliseconds. The spectrum of wave power can extend
from very low frequencies up to frequencies much greater
than the generally assumed local electron plasma frequency
[Dubouloz et al., 1991a]. In cold plasma theory no linear
electrostatic wave mode is known in this frequency
range Therefore BEN observed in the Earth’s auroral
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region is considered to relate to electrostatic solitary waves
[Dubouloz et al., 1991b; Goldman et al., 1999]. Actually,
large-amplitude solitary wave structures have recently been
observed in this region. POLAR satellite observed such
electrostatic solitary structures in the Earth’s high-altitude
polar magnetosphere [Franz et al., 1998; Tsurutani et al.,
1998; Cattell et al., 1999], and Ergun et al. [1998] reported
FAST satellite observations of similar structures in downward current region of the midaltitude auroral zone. Generally, these structures have positively charged potentials and
move along the ambient magnetic field. Their typical travel
speed and parallel scale size are the order of 1000 km/s and
100 m, respectively. Most of the structures have isolated
bipolar electric field with amplitude from several mV/m to
hundreds of mV/m. There are two generation mechanisms
for ESWs: electron acoustic solitary waves and BGK wave
modes.
[3] Electron acoustic solitary waves are nonlinear results
when the amplitude of electron acoustic waves is sufficiently
large. Electron acoustic waves exist in a two electron
temperature plasma (‘‘cold’’ and ‘‘hot’’ electrons). The hot
to cold electron temperature ratio is larger than 10, and the
hot electron component should represent a nonnegligible
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fraction of the total electron density (more than 20%). The
linear properties of electron acoustic waves have been
investigated by many authors [Tokar and Gary, 1984; Gary
and Tokar, 1985; Mace and Hellberg, 1990]. This wave
mode exhibits an ion-acoustic like behavior in the sense
that the cold and hot electrons play the roles of ions and
electrons in the ion acoustic mode, respectively. The nonlinear evolution of electron acoustic waves in an unmagnetized plasma has been studied by several authors with KdV
or modified KdV equation [Dubouloz et al., 1991b, 1993;
Mace and Hellberg, 2001]. It is shown that electron acoustic
waves can evolve into solitary structures when their amplitude is sufficiently large. However, the interpretation of the
observed solitary structures in the auroral region in term of
electron acoustic solitions in plasma composed of cold and
hot electrons has been disregarded because such electron
acoustic solitions were known to take the form of potential
wells. The presence of an electron beam in the plasma
allows the existence of electron acoustic solitions with
potential humps [Berthomier et al., 2000; Wang, 2003].
[4] The BGK wave modes are attributed to electron
phase-space holes [Bernstein et al., 1957; Grabbe, 2000],
and the electron holes are created in waves from trapping of
the electrons in the potential well. In order to explain the
electrostatic solitary structures observed in the magnetotail
[Matsumoto et al., 1994], Omura et al. [1994, 1996] studied
bistream and bump-on-tail instability with particle-in-cell
simulations. The linear beam instability is first excited, and
the electron phase-space holes are formed because part of
electrons is trapped in waves. Then in a long nonlinear
evolution, electron holes coalesce with adjacent holes and
merge into larger, more intense holes, which at last lead to
the formation of ESWs. The ESWs observed in the auroral
region are thought to have the same generation mechanisms,
which have been described in recent theoretical works
[Goldman et al., 1999, Muschietti et al., 1999; Newman et
al., 2001; Oppenheim et al., 2001; Umeda et al., 2004].
[5] In this paper, with one-dimensional (1-D) electrostatic
particle simulations, we investigate the nonlinear evolution
of electron acoustic waves in a plasma system with three
electron components: cold, hot, and beam electrons. Such a
plasma system has already been studied by Lin et al. [1985]
and Matsukiyo et al. [2004]; however, the nonlinear formation process of ESWs from electron acoustic waves has
not been discussed before. The necessary condition for
existence of such ESWs is also studied through changing
the values of parameters.
[6] The organization of this paper is as follows. The
simulation model is described in section 2. The 1-D particle
simulation results of ESWs are presented in section 3. The
comparisons between the simulation results and satellite
observations in auroral zone are discussed in section 4, and
a brief conclusion is also presented in section 4.

2. Simulation Model
[7] The present study employs a one-dimensional electrostatic particle-in-cell code. The model neglects the effect
of magnetic field, and it only moves the electrons with the
ions motionless [Lu and Cai, 2001]. In this model the electric
fields and potentials are obtained by solving the Poisson
equation, and the electrons move in the force of electric field.
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Table 1. Simulation Parameters for Runs 1 – 7
Run

a = nh0/nc0

b = nb0/nc0

q = Th/Tc

j = Th/Tb

ud/vTc

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1.0
1.0
1.0
0.36
2.0
1.0
1.0

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.07
0.156
0.1
0.1

64.0
64.0
64.0
64.0
64.0
36.0
9.0

64.0
64.0
64.0
64.0
64.0
36.0
9.0

20.0
12.0
8.0
20.0
20.0
15.0
7.5

The periodic boundary conditions are used in the simulation
model. In our simulations we consider a collisionless unmagnetized plasma system with three electron components (cold,
hot, and beam electrons), and their initial velocity distributions are assumed to satisfy Maxwellian function: the cold
and hot electrons are nondrifting Maxwellian, while the beam
electrons are drifting Maxwellian. The initial densities of
cold, hot, and beam electrons are nc0, nh0, and nb0, respectively. Their corresponding temperatures (thermal velocities)
are Tc(vTc), Th(vTh), and Tb(vTb). The beam velocity of beam
electrons is ud, and the total unperturbed density is n0 = nc0 +
nh0 + nb0.
[8] Physical quantities are normalized as follows. The
densities are normalized to the total unperturbed density n0.
The velocity is expressed in units of thermal velocity of cold
electrons vTc. The space and time (x and t) are normalized to
cold electron Debye length lDc = (e0kBTc/nc0e2)1/2 and to the
inverse of the total electron plasma frequency wpe = (n0e2/
mee0)1/2. The electric field and potential are normalized to
mewpevTc/e and kBTc/ee0.
[9] In the simulations, we use 1024 grid cells with the
grid size 1.0lDc, and the time step is 0.02w1
pe . There are
614,400 particles employed for each species of electrons.
For convenience, we introduce the following quantities in
our parametric study:
a¼

nh0
;
nc0

b¼

nb0
;
nc0

ð1Þ

q¼

Th
;
Tc

j¼

Th
:
Tb

ð2Þ

3. Simulation Results
[10] We have performed a set of simulations (runs 1 – 7)
with different parameters, which are listed in Table 1.
Figure 1 shows the time evolution of electric field energy
ep = e0E2x /(2n0kBTc) in logarithmic scale for run 1. Here the
electric field energy corresponds to the electrostatic waves
excited by the beam electrons. It first passes through a linear
growth stage and saturates at wpet  50.0. Then the electric
field energy begins to decrease until it reaches a quasiequilibrium stage at wpet  1200.0. The characteristics of
waves excited in the linear growth stage and their nonlinear
evolution for run 1 can be found in Figure 2, which shows
the stacked profiles of the electric field in the x direction Ex.
Figure 2a shows the stacked profiles of Ex during the period
from wpet = 36.0 to wpet = 50.0, which corresponds to the
linear growth stage. In this stage a nearly monochromatic
electron acoustic wave mode is excited by the electron
beam, and the wavelength and phase velocity are about
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Figure 1. The time evolution of electric field energy ep =
e0E2/(2n0kBTc) in logarithmic scale (run 1).
114.0lDc and 13.5vTc, respectively. According to the wavelength and phase velocity, we can calculate the frequency of
the wave mode to be about 0.75wpe, which is nearly equal
to the plasma frequency of cold electron component.
Figure 2b describes the stacked profiles of Ex from wpet =
132.0 to wpet = 160.0, and the waves coalesce in this
nonlinear evolution stage. It evolves from nine wavelengths
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at wpet = 132.0 to seven wavelengths at wpet = 160.0. The
solitary structures are formed through this continuing coalesce process, and at wpet  692.0 two obvious solitons are
formed. Figure 2c describes the process of the formation
from two solitons to one single soliton. The solitons have
bipolar electric structure, and Figure 2d shows the propagation of this single soliton. The travel speed of the soliton
is about 18.3vTc, which is related to the drift speed of the
electron beam. From Figure 2d we also can find that this
single soliton is a stable structure, which seems to exist
forever. In summary, the ESWs are formed through coalesce
of the nearly monochromatic waves excited in the linear
growth stage. Their travel speed also increases in this
coalesce process, and at last a single soliton is formed with
the travel speed related to the beam velocity.
[11] Figure 3 describes the electric potential y, electric
field Ex, beam electron density nb, cold electron density nc,
and hot electron density nh at wpet = 1300.0 for run 1. There
is a compressive ESW at x  256.0lDc, and it is electric
potential hump with scale size about 200lDC. This structure
has bipolar electric field with amplitude about 0.4mewpevTc/e.
It takes the form of a local increase of hot electron nhand
decrease of cold electron density nc, and their relative variations are about 4% and 10%, respectively. For the beam
electrons a large hump of electron density with relative
variation about 40% is formed in the position of the soliton;
however, an electron density cavity can be found at its center

Figure 2. The stacked profiles of electric field in the x direction Ex during different time periods (run 1).
(a) From wpet = 36.0 to wpet = 50.0, (b) from wpet = 132.0 to wpet = 160.0, (c) from wpet = 1200.0 to wpet =
1228.0, (d) from wpet = 1256.0 to wpet = 1284.0.
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Figure 3. The spatial profiles of potential y, electric field Ex, beam electron density nb, cold electron
density nc and hot electron density nh at wpet = 1300.0 (run 1), which corresponds to the quasiequilibrium stage.

with the relative variation about 20%. These density structures of the three electron components travel with the ESW,
whose travel speeds are related to beam electron velocity. The
x  vx phase diagram of the three electron components at
wpet = 1300.0 for run 1 is shown in Figure 4. For the cold
electrons the fluid velocity in the position of the ESW is
negative, while for the beam and hot electrons, a phase-space
hole can be found in the position of ESW. The electrons from
the upstream and downstream of the ESW form such an
electron hole, which is the signature of BGK wave modes.
[12] We can calculate the power spectrum of electric field
Ex by Fourier transforming the electric field at a fixed
spatial position, and Figure 5 shows the spectrum of Ex
1
from t = 1200.0w1
pe to t = 1420.48wpe for run 1; this period
is at the quasi-equilibrium stage. The spectral maximum is
at about 0.45wpe; however, the spectrum can extend up to
34 times of total electron plasma frequency. This is
consistent with the satellite observations of Viking which
the spectrum of BEN in auroral region can extend up to
local electron plasma frequency [Pottelette et al., 1990]. Of
course the spectrum of solitary structures cannot explain

the whole spectrum of BEN in the auroral region, and
parts of this spectrum are attributed to other physical
factors.
[13] The important parameters for formation of ESWs are
the beam electron velocity ud, hot to cold electron density
ratio a, and hot to cold electron temperature ratio q. Figure 6
shows the electric field Ex and cold electron density ncfor
run 2 and run 3. In run 2 and run 3 we change the beam
electron velocity ud, while keeping other parameters the
same as run 1. In run 2 ud = 12.0vTc, while in run 3 ud =
8.0vTc. The ESWs only exist in run 2. The travel speeds are
about 10.5vTc, and their amplitudes are about 0.3mewpevTc/e.
Detailed analysis shows that the decrease of beam electron
velocity can reduce the amplitude of ESWs, and ESWs only
exist when the beam velocity is larger than about 10.0vTc.
[14] Figure 7 describes the electric field Ex and cold
electron density ncfor run 5 and run 6. In run 5 and run 6
we change the ratio of hot to cold electron density, while
keeping the beam electron density nb = 0.05n0. In run 5, a =
nh0/nc0 = 0.36 and b = nb0/nc0 = 0.07. In run 6, a = nh0/nc0 =
2.0 and b = nb0/nc0 = 0.156. Other parameters are same as
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Figure 4. The x  vx phase diagram of electrons at wpet =
1300.0 (run 1) for (a) beam electrons, (b) cold electrons,
(c) hot electrons.
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acoustic mode is unstable in such plasma system, and the
instability saturates by either trapping electrons or forming a
plateau on the beam distribution. Matsukiyo et al. use much
hotter beam electrons in their study. Their results showed
that both the electron acoustic and electron two-beam
(langmuir) instabilities are unstable. The electron twobeam waves are strong enough to have much higher growth
rates and higher saturation levels than the electron acoustic
wave. However, our study is focused on the nonlinear
evolution of electron acoustic waves excited in such plasma
system. At first a nearly monochromatic electron acoustic
mode is excited by the beam electrons, and then in its
nonlinear evolution the waves evolve into solitary structures
through coalesces. At the same time the phase velocity of the
waves increases in this process, and at last one or several
stable solitary structures are formed at the quasi-equilibrium
stage. Electron phase-space holes formed by trapping electrons can be found in the x  vx phase-space diagram (for hot
and beam electrons). The properties of the solitary structures
can be listed as follows: (1) the structures are compressive
solitions with positive potential, (2) they have bipolar
electric field structures, (3) their travel speeds are related
to bulk velocity of beam electrons, (4) the power spectrum of
the electric field can extend above the total electron plasma
frequency and up to 3  4 time of total electron plasma
frequency, and (5) density cavities for cold electrons are
always accompanied with these structures.
[17] These properties are similar to the electron acoustic
solitary waves obtained by Berthomier et al. [2000] based on
the KdV equation. The necessary conditions for existence of
ESWs in such plasma system are also discussed in our
simulations: sufficiently large beam electron velocity, hot to
cold electron density, and temperature ratios.
[18] Cattell et al. [1999] reported the characteristics of
solitary waves observed by Polar in the high-altitude cusp,
and Franz et al. [1998] observed similar structures in the

run 1. The ESWs only exist in run 6 with travel speed about
19.5vTc. Therefore another condition for existence of ESWs
is sufficiently large hot to cold density ratio a, which is
about 40%.
[15] Figure 8 describes the electric field Ex and cold
electron density ncfor run 7 and run 8. In run 7 and run 8,
we change the ratios of hot to cold and hot to beam
electron temperature, while keeping ud/vTh as 2.5. In run 7,
q = Th/Tc = 36.0, j = Th/Tb = 36.0, and ud = 15vTc. In run 8,
q = Th/Tc = 9.0, j = Th/Tb = 9.0, and ud = 7.5vTc. Other
parameters are same as run 1. There is an electrostatic
soliton in run 7 with travel speed about 12.1vTc, while no
ESW exists in run 8. Therefore another condition for
existence of ESWs is that the hot to cold temperature ratio
q is sufficiently large.

4. Summary and Discussions
[16] In this paper, using one-dimensional electrostatic
particle simulations, we investigated the nonlinear evolution
and properties of ESWs in an unmagnetized plasma composed of cold, hot, and beam electrons. Lin et al. [1985] and
Matsukiyo et al. [2004] have also studied such plasma
system with particle simulations. Lin et al. found the electron

Figure 5. The power spectrum of electric field Ex for time
t = 1200.0  1420.48wpe1 (run 1), and the spectrum is
obtained by Fourier transforming Ex at a fixed spatial
position.
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Figure 6. The spatial profiles of electric field Ex and cold electron density nc for (a) run 2 and (b) run 3
at wpet = 1300.0, when the quasi-equilibrium stage has been reached.
high-altitude polar magnetosphere with the same satellite.
These solitary waves, which have propagation speed the
order of 1000 km/s, are positive potential structures with
scale sizes about 1000 m, and they have bipolar electric

structures. Similar structures are also observed in the lowaltitude auroral zone [Mozer et al., 1997; Ergun et al.,
1998], whose travel speed is up to 5000 km/s, and
amplitude of the electric field up to 2.5 V/m. These

Figure 7. The spatial profiles of electric field Ex and cold electron density nc for (a) run 4 and (b) run 5
at wpet = 1300.0, when the quasi-equilibrium stage has been reached.
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Figure 8. The spatial profiles of electric field Ex and cold electron density nc for (a) run 6 and (b) run 7
at wpet = 2500.0, when the quasi-equilibrium stage has been reached.
structures are very different from the type of solitary waves
observed first in the auroral zone at low altitudes [Temerin
et al., 1982; Bostrom et al., 1988], which have negative
potential structures. In the auroral region the electron
density are usually several electrons per cm3, and the
electron temperature is about several eV. In our simulations,
for example run 1, the electric field amplitude, scale size,
and travel speed of the solitary structure are about
0.4(mewpevTc)/e, 200lDc, and 19vTc respectively. We can
easily find that they are roughly consistent with the observations. In summary, the beam electrons can excite electron
acoustic waves in a three electron component plasma
(cold, hot, and beam electrons), and it can evolve into
electrostatic solitary structures. These structures have same
characteristics as ESWs observed in the Earth’s auroral
region. However, our simulations neglect the effect of
magnetic field. It has been found that the magnetic field
may play an important role for ESWs [Oppenheim et al.,
1999], especially when the magnetic field is strong enough
such as in the Earth’s auroral region, which is the scope of
our future investigation.
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